PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD MEETING
36th meeting of the Press Recognition Panel
09:00, Tuesday 24 April 2018
Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street, London W1W 8HF
AGENDA
Indicative timings
Public session
1.

Welcome

Chair

09:00

2.

Apologies for absence

Chair

09:00

3.

Declarations of interest

Chair

09:00

4.

Minutes of the meeting held on 27 February 18,
outstanding actions and matters arising
For noting

Chair

09:00 – 09:05

5.

Chief Executive’s report – April 2018
Paper PRP59(18)
For noting

SU

09:05 – 09:15

6.

Finance report – March 2018
Paper PRP60(18)
For noting

SU

09:15 – 09:20

7.

Annual governance procedures and
policies review – Part 2
Paper PRP61(18)
For decision

SU

09:20 – 09:30

8.

Any other business and close of public session
Including comments from the floor

Chair

09.30 – 09:35

Chair

09:35 – 09:40

Confidential session
9.

Minutes of the meeting held on 27 February 18,
outstanding actions and matters arising
For noting

10.

Approach to publishing notes of stakeholder
meetings
Paper PRP62(18)
For decision

SU

09:40 – 09:50

11.

ARC verbal update
For noting

HR

09:50 – 09:55

12.

Quarterly risk register review
Paper PRP63(18)
For decision

SU

09:55 – 10:05

13.

Board evaluation and action plan
Paper PRP64(18)
For discussion

DW

10:05 – 10:25

14.

Any other business and close of Board meeting

15.

Board only strategic session

10:25 – 10:30
Board

10:30 – 10:50

Date and time of next meeting: Friday 6 July 2018, at Mappin House, 4
Winsley Street, London W1W 8HF, starting at 09:00.

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL
Log of outstanding Board actions as at April 2018
Actions completed or addressed by Papers from subsequent meetings have
been removed from the log

Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 27 February 2018
Paper PRP53(18) Annual governance procedures and policies review
The Board members agreed to discuss and agree amongst themselves a
nominee that would be endorsed at the next Board meeting.
• Board paper PRP61(18) refers.

PRP59(18)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT – APRIL 2018
Meeting: 24 April 2018

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal,
Chief Executive

Contact details: 020 3443 7072

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the Board on Executive
activity since the March 2018 CEO report that was circulated by email on 3 April
2018 (copy attached for information at Annex A).

2.

The Board is invited to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.

Executive summary
3.

The Board is being updated in respect of organisational and financial matters.

Delivery updates
Nominations Committee
4.

The Nominations Interview Panel (Susie Uppal, Emma Gilpin Jacobs and
Carolyn Regan) will be interviewing 4 candidates on 24 April 2018. An update
will be provided to the Board by correspondence.

Judicial Review Judgment
5.

No decision has been received from the Court of Appeal as yet.

Stakeholder engagement
6.

The Chair wrote to Prime Minster Theresa May to request a meeting to discuss
the system of press regulation that was put in place following the Leveson
Inquiry. In his letter, the Chair explained that the PRP was particularly keen to
discuss matters with the Prime Minister now, given the widespread
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misunderstanding and misinformation about the recognition system
contemplated by the Charter and Crime and Courts Act 2013 and about how the
sector has changed since then. A copy of the letter is attached at Annex B.
7.

The Chair also wrote to Matt Hancock, Secretary of State for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport; Tom Watson, Shadow Secretary of State for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport; Crispin Blunt MP; and Sir Oliver Letwin MP to request a
meeting for similar reasons.

8.

The Chair wrote to Ian Paisley Jr. MP following our recent meeting, to arrange a
further meeting with Mr Paisley’s colleagues.

9.

All letters have been published on the PRP’s website.

10. The Chair and I met with Sir Oliver Letwin MP on 18 April 2018. A note of our
meeting will be published once it has been agreed.
11. The Chair and I met with BBC Media Editor Amol Rajan on 19 April 2018. A
note of our meeting will be published once it has been agreed.
12. The Chair and I are due to meet with Vince Cable MP on 1 May 2018.
Data protection legislation (GDPR)
13. Ahead of new data protection laws coming into effect on 25 May 2018, we wrote
to the stakeholders on our email database on 9 April 2018 asking them to
confirm that they wish to receive occasional updates from us. Anyone who
does not proactively confirm that they wish to subscribe to our mailing list will
automatically cease to receive updates. We also shared a tweet inviting people
to subscribe to our mailing list. As of 17 April 2018, 47 people are confirmed on
our database. We will issue reminders.
The Data Protection Bill
14. The Public Bill Committee has now completed its work and has reported the Bill
with amendments to the House.
15. The Committee agreed to remove clause 142 from the Bill which committed the
Government to an inquiry under the Inquiries Act 2005 into ‘issues arising from
data protection breaches committed by or on behalf of news publishers’. The
Committee also agreed to remove clauses 168 and 169 from the Bill which
would have extended section 40 to data protection offences.
16. With regards to journalistic exemptions, no amendments were made to the list
of codes of practice and guidelines at Part 2, paragraph 24 that the controller
must have regard to when considering whether publication would be in the
public interest.
17. The Bill will next be considered at Report Stage. The date for this stage is not
yet known.
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Business Plan
18. The draft Business Plan was circulated to the Board last month. The Plan has
been updated following the Board’s feedback and it has been published on our
website. A copy will be provided to the Lord Chancellor and copied to the
Treasury for information.
Corporate Services
19.

Following the review of our contract for services with DeHavilland, Saima
Ansari met with them on 18 April 2018 to provide further information about the
PRP to ensure tailored updates continued to be provided.

20.

I met with Peninsular, our HR providers, on 18 April 2018 to conduct an annual
review of PRP employment documentation.

Research update
21.

Annex C includes an update on key external matters relevant to our work.

Implications
22. The implications of decisions taken by the Board as set out in this paper are as
follows:
•

Budget –There are no specific implications in addition to the issues
referenced.

•

Legislation – The Data Protection Bill as mentioned in this paper.

•

Resources – any resourcing considerations are referenced and there are
no specific implications other than these.

•

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – no specific implications.

Devolved nations
23. There are no implications/differences in relation to the areas of work covered in
this paper and the devolved nations.
Communications
24. There are no other issues to report which have communications implications, so
far as I am aware.
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Risks
25. There are a range of risks involved in the areas of work covered in this Paper.
Recommendations
26. The Board is asked to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.

Attachments
Annex A – CEO Report – March 2018
Annex B – Letter from PRP to the Prime Minister
Annex C – External Matters Update
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Annex A.1
PRP56(18)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT – MARCH 2018
Meeting: by email

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal,
Chief Executive

Contact details: 020 3443 7072

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the Board on Executive
activity since the February 2018 CEO report.

2.

The Board is invited to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.

Executive summary
3.

The Board is being updated in respect of organisational and financial matters.

Delivery updates
Nominations Committee
4.

Seventeen applications were received for the role of Independent Member by
the closing date of 7 March 2018. The Nominations Committee Interview Panel
(Carolyn Regan, Emma Gilpin Jacobs and I) met on 19 March and will be
interviewing 4 candidates on 24 April 2018.

Judicial Review Judgment
5.

No decision has been heard from the Court of Appeal as yet.

IMPRESS
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6.

As I explained in the February Board meeting, information had been received in
respect of IMPRESS’ arbitration scheme. I am in correspondence regarding the
matter.

Data Protection Bill
7.

The Bill passed second reading in the House of Commons on 5 March 2018.
MPs are now considering the Bill in a Public Bill Committee.

8.

On 14 March 2014, we submitted written evidence to the Public Bill Committee.
The submission addresses misinformation and misunderstanding about the
system of press regulation that Parliament agreed for England and Wales
following the Leveson Inquiry (Annex A).

9.

Our submission has been published online by the Committee. We have also
published it on the PRP’s website and sent a copy to stakeholders on our
database.

10. The Public Bill Committee is scheduled to conclude by 27 March 2018.
Stakeholder engagement
11. The Chair and I met with Brian Whittle MSP (South Scotland) at his request on
7 March 2018 at his request.
12. The Chair and I attended the Oxford Media Conference on 12 March 2018.
13. The Chair and I met with Ian Paisley MP on 27 March 2018 at his request.
14. The Chair and I met with Bill Wiggin MP on 28 March 2018 at his request.
15. Notes of the meetings will be circulated and published when they have been
agreed.
Research update
16.

Annex B includes an update on key external matters relevant to our work.

Corporate Services
17.

I reviewed our office arrangements and, having discussed the matter with
Harry Rich, the Board member with special responsibility for financial matters,
have agreed to move into a 3 person office for a 6 month period at a monthly
rate of £2,620.10 (ex VAT) from 1 June 2018. Our current monthly rate until 31
May 2018 is £3,833.00 (ex VAT).

18.

I reviewed our contract for services with Metatale Ltd and have agreed rate
reductions and enhanced service provision.
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19.

I reviewed our contract for services with DeHavilland and agreed a 6 month
contract at a lower rate of £2,700 from 30 March to 29 September 2018.

Finance
20. A bank-reconciled set of management accounts as at 28 February 2018 is
attached at Annex A. The management accounts also include the 6 month
reforecast carried out in October 2017.
21. The deficit for the period ended 28 February 2018 is £358,370 against the
February 2018 forecast of £393,996. This represents a positive variance of
£35,626 on forecast to the year to date. Details and an explanation of why key
variances have arisen are detailed against the relevant lines.
22. As previously reported, the High Court Judgement arising from the Judicial
review awarded the PRP full costs that were incurred on the case. Counsel’s
fees and associated costs (excluding staff time) of £28,349 were incurred as at
28 February. The award income has not yet been provided for in the
management accounts.
23. The Board is invited to note the latest position regarding the PRP’s finances.
Implications
24. The implications of decisions taken by the Board as set out in this paper are as
follows:
•

Budget –There are no specific implications in addition to the issues
referenced.

•

Legislation – The Data Protection Bill as mentioned in this paper.

•

Resources – any resourcing considerations are referenced and there are
no specific implications other than these.

•

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – no specific implications.

Devolved nations
25. There are no implications/differences in relation to the areas of work covered in
this paper and the devolved nations.
Communications
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26. There are no other issues to report which have communications implications, so
far as I am aware.

Risks
27. There are a range of risks involved in the areas of work covered in this Paper.
Recommendations
28. The Board is asked to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.
Attachments
Annex A – Written evidence submitted by the PRP
Annex B – External Matters Update
Annex C – Management accounts as at 28 February 2018
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Data Protection Bill
Written evidence submitted by the Press Recognition Panel
14 March 2018
Introduction
1. The Press Recognition Panel (PRP) is concerned about misinformation and
misunderstanding about the system of press regulation that Parliament agreed
for England and Wales in 2013 following the Leveson inquiry.
2. We note the outcome of the Government’s consultation on the Leveson Inquiry
and its implementation.
3. It remains the PRP’s view that section 40 of the Crime and Courts Act 2013
should be implemented in England and Wales in order to:
a) Give everyone, not just the rich, access to legal remedies to challenge alleged
press illegality;
b) Protect the press from the chilling effect of threats of large legal costs by
those who wish to stifle free speech and investigation; and
c) Remove political influence from press regulation.
The Leveson Inquiry
4. A key Leveson recommendation was the creation of a genuinely independent
and effective system of press self-regulation. The new system received crossparty support in the form of the Crime and Courts Act 2013. The Act sits
alongside the Royal Charter which created the PRP and includes the
assessment framework we apply.
5. Although we and others use the word “press” as a convenient short-hand, the
Charter and linked legislation (in England and Wales) are equally applicable to
online news publications and websites (whether connected to printed
publications or entirely freestanding). It is wrong to suggest that Leveson did not
cover online news sites, or that the new system does not do so.
The new independent system that Parliament agreed
6. The Charter established the PRP as a uniquely-independent body to oversee
press regulators. The PRP is entirely independent, including of politicians, the
press and other interests.

7. The Charter specifies 29 criteria which, if met, ensure that press regulators who
comply with them are, among other things:
a) Independent;
b) Properly funded;
c) Able to protect the public; and
d) Secure freedom of speech.
8. The criteria are based on the recommendations of the Leveson Report. The PRP
is not aware of any ongoing controversy about the criteria or their
appropriateness for assessing regulators.
9. The PRP’s powers are specific and limited. When it comes to regulators, the PRP
simply ensures that approved self-regulators meet and continue to meet the
criteria.
10.The PRP:
a) Is not a regulator;
b) Has no control over the press or any publisher;
c) Cannot tell any press organisation, publisher or regulator what to do;
d) Does its job without any politicians, media organisations or others having any
ability to influence its actions or assessments.
11.The PRP board was appointed through an entirely independent process with
absolutely no press or political involvement. The Charter itself can only be
changed (or any board members removed) by a two-thirds majority of those who
vote in each of the House of Commons, the House of Lords and the Scottish
Parliament, and with the unanimous agreement of the PRP board. That gives the
PRP unique protections to secure the independence of its decisions. It is untrue
and misleading to claim that the PRP is a government organisation or under the
influence of government.
Assessing press regulators
12.The PRP is the only independent body established to assess press regulators
against the Charter criteria. It would clearly not be appropriate for the government
or politicians (nor the press, nor anyone appointed by them) to judge or assess
press regulators. As all parties agree, politicians should not interfere with the
running of the press or have any undue influence over it. Genuinely independent
assessment is essential.
13.The 29 criteria interact, and all must be met to provide effective public
safeguards. Regulators cannot pick and choose which criteria they wish to meet
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and which to ignore. A regulator cannot be almost compliant. It follows that the
PRP cannot recognise a regulator which does not meet all the criteria, nor refuse
recognition to a regulator which does. The PRP can neither under-enforce nor
gold plate the criteria. Making an application involves being open and transparent
and demonstrates a commitment to protecting the public in the way that Leveson
recommended and that Parliament agreed was needed.
14.There can be more than one approved regulator and the PRP is prepared to
accept future applications.
IMPRESS
15.In October 2016, IMPRESS became an “approved regulator” following a rigorous,
independent, and transparent assessment by the PRP against all 29 criteria.
Members of the public and those opposed to IMPRESS and the recognition
system had, and took, full opportunity to comment on IMPRESS and its
operations. We took all views into account.
16.IMPRESS is funded by a trust that receives charitable donations. When the PRP
assessed it, we looked carefully at its funding arrangements, as the Charter
requires. IMPRESS provided us with all the information we required. We formally
invited and received public comments on that information. We were satisfied that
there were no mechanisms in place for anyone to have any undue influence over
IMPRESS - a key consideration in ensuring independence of funding.
17.In October 2017, a Judicial Review of our decision upheld the legality of all our
conclusions, and wholly dismissed criticism of the way the PRP went about the
assessment.
18.The PRP is aware of press reports regarding IMPRESS’ funding. Nothing we
have seen there, or in other communications directly to us on that and other
issues, suggests that the Charter threshold for an “ad hoc review” of our decision
about IMPRESS has been reached. In particular, we have seen nothing to
suggest any compromise on the independence of its funding.
19.Later this year, in the “cyclical review” of IMPRESS which the Charter requires,
we will transparently and openly review all aspects of IMPRESS’ continuing
compliance with all 29 Charter requirements.
Mandatory access to arbitration – protecting ordinary people
20.A key Leveson recommendation was that ordinary members of the public needed
affordable access to justice if they think they have been legally wronged by a
news publisher – for example in civil cases of libel, slander breach of confidence,
misuse of private information, malicious falsehood or harassment. The Charter
sets out minimum standards for such a system.
21.That is needed because ordinary members of the pubic cannot currently afford
the high legal costs usually associated with action in the courts. Arbitration by a
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Charter-compliant scheme would secure proper access to legal redress for all.
22. The Charter requires a filter system to ensure an arguable case to take a claim
forward and block vexatious or frivolous challenges.
23. Under the Charter, it is mandatory for an approved regulator to provide access to
arbitration for anyone who has a proper claim to bring. Without that fundamental
mandatory protection, no arbitration system delivers this bedrock of the Leveson
proposals. It follows that, to meet those requirements, it must not be possible for
publishers or regulators to choose which cases they allow through to arbitration.
24. Only IMPRESS currently offers an arbitration scheme that meets the Charter’s
standards. Other regulators could be established (or adapt themselves) to meet
those requirements. But no others do so at present.
IPSO
25. The 29 Charter criteria have overwhelmingly been accepted as the appropriate
assessment framework, even by those unhappy with the Leveson
recommendations.
26. Notably in that regard, on 12 March 2018 at the Oxford Media Convention, the
Secretary of State stated that he wanted to see IPSO’s low cost arbitration
system “working, so anyone, of whatever means can get redress. It can’t be right
that, in some places, a large front page mistake can still get a tiny page 18
correction.”
27. IPSO has not been independently assessed against the Charter criteria by the
PRP. However, we have observed a number of public comments about the
organisation, including by politicians, which are based on a misunderstanding of
the Charter requirements and their application through a process of open,
transparent and independent assessment. We pick up here on just three
examples.
a) Even the review which IPSO commissioned into its own compliance did not
claim it to be fully compliant. And even where it considered there to be
substantive compliance, its approach needs to be treated with caution. For
example, under the Charter, an approved regulator must have the ability to
conduct investigations on its own initiative if there is evidence of serious or
systemic breaches of its standards code. IPSO’s reviewer regarded that
requirement as substantively met on the basis that IPSO can initiate
investigations if there is evidence of serious and systemic breaches of its
standards code. That is not Charter-compliant, and it would not meet the
minimum requirement for public protection as we would independently
interpret and assess them.
b) The information – for example about its funding – which IPSO chose to make
available for that reviewer was also far less than we would require to enable
us to assess key matters such as independence of any regulator. It was
certainly much less than what we required from IMPRESS. The information
made available to the reviewer would be inadequate for the PRP to reach a
4

properly informed and transparently considered decision about IPSO’s
compliance with the Charter requirements. Without more information, the only
independent conclusion would be a ‘deemed fail’.
c) As above, a Charter-compliant arbitration scheme must be mandatory:
publishers cannot choose which cases to deal with that way (forcing others
into court). We understand that IPSO runs a voluntary arbitration scheme so
that not all its members are part of it; even members who have joined the
scheme can apparently select which cases go to arbitration.
Section 40 – incentivising and protecting publishers
28. Leveson anticipated that incentives would be required to encourage news
publishers to form or sign up to approved regulators while at the same time
offering an alternative route to access to justice in relation to those who chose not
to do so.
29. The mechanism provided by section 40 of the Crime and Courts Act 2013 in
England and Wales has not yet been commenced. The Government now plans to
ask Parliament to repeal section 40 whilst at the same time apparently still hoping
that IPSO will become compliant. And of course, even if IPSO were to do that it
would have no impact on the large sections of the press and online media which
have nothing to do with IPSO.
30. Section 40 would also give financial protections to publishers who are members
of an approved regulator. This is because anyone wanting to bring legal action
against those publishers could raise the issue through arbitration and avoid a
costly court case. If someone still chose to pursue the matter through the courts,
those publishers would be protected from paying any legal costs. Section 40
supports investigative journalism and removes the chilling effect brought about
from the threat of legal action that journalists often face.
31. It is wrong to suggest that commencement of section 40 would leave publishers
with a choice of facing costs, win or lose, or joining IMPRESS. There is nothing to
stop other regulators being established which meet the Charter requirements.
Protecting the local press

32. The new system of independent regulation includes special protections for the
local and regional press to avoid causing them financial hardship. Leveson was
completely aware of the particular position of local and regional publishers and
built in protections for them.
33. If a financial problem arose, the PRP is empowered to dis-apply the arbitration
requirements for local and regional publishers.
Affected publishers

34. The new system of regulation applies to what the Crime and Courts Act 2013
terms ‘relevant publishers’; namely businesses that publish news-related material
that is written by different authors and that is subject to editorial control. This
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includes international, national, regional, local and hyperlocal titles, operating
across print or online or both. It encompasses what might be termed the
‘traditional print press’ as well as the range of newer publications that are
proliferating due to the internet.
35.The new system of regulation applies to any and all news publishers that can be
sued in the courts of England and Wales. For global companies established
overseas, if they have a legal base in England or Wales sufficient for them to be
subject to the jurisdiction of the courts here, the system applies to them. It would
be wrong to focus only on IMPRESS and IPSO and their membership.
Social media

36.It appears to the PRP that several social media platforms may well fall within the
Crime and Courts Act 2013 definition of ‘relevant publisher’. If so, then a
framework for regulating them already exists in the form of the recognition
system. Social media platforms that are relevant publishers should be subject to
the same domestic legal structures as all other relevant publishers. It will
ultimately be for the courts to decide whether such social media platforms are
indeed relevant publishers.
Political activity

37.The new system of regulation was intended to prevent politicians from interfering
with press regulation. The Government’s proposal that Parliament should repeal
section 40 shows that political involvement is continuing, and the public is being
denied access to independently verified, affordable justice.
38.It is the independent view of the Press Recognition Panel that section 40 should
be commenced immediately to bring the political involvement to an end and
provide the public protections that were agreed by Parliament.
The Data Protection Bill

39.Leveson recognised the role that data protection regulation could have in press
regulation.
40.The Data Protection Bill lists exemptions to the protection of personal data for
special purposes that include journalism. Part 5, paragraph 24 states the codes
of practice and guidelines the controller must have regard to in determining
whether it is reasonable to believe that publication would be in the public interest
and would therefore be entitled to exemptions.
41.It is the PRP’s contention that ‘any code which is adopted by an approved
regulator as defined by section 42(2) of the Crime and Courts Act 2013,’ should
be added to the list. This wording should be used, rather than name a specific
approved regulator or code, otherwise the system agreed by Parliament to
oversee press regulation is being disregarded.
42.The proposed inclusion of a power to allow a Minister to decide, following
consultation, to add additional codes to those specified in the Act itself has no
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relevance at all at this stage when Parliament is deciding what should be
explicitly specified in the Bill itself.
Contact details

43.Please contact us if you would like more information:
office@pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk.
44.Our policy is to meet on an open basis with anyone interested in our work. We
would be happy to do that here including, in particular, to explain or expand on
any of the points above.
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Annex A.3
Annex B to PRP56(18)
Update on key external matters
1. The update on key external matters is a research-informed piece based on a
sample of information available in the public domain.
Commercial Landscape
2. Music magazine NME closed its print edition after 66 years. The NME.com
website will continue. The brand will continue to keep a sporadic presence in print
with special issues such as its paid-for series NME Gold.
3. The latest ABC figures show that The Metro’s total print circulation has overtaken
The Sun’s for the first time. As reported in Press Gazette, The Sunday Mirror fell
20 per cent to 488,609 copies and the Daily Mirror was down 19 per cent yearon-year to 567,418 copies. The Daily Telegraph sold 374,719 copies, an 18 per
cent year-on-year drop, while The Sunday Telegraph sold 297,379, a 17 per cent
drop. Free newspaper City AM was the only national publication not to see a drop
in circulation year-on-year, staying steady at around 91,000 copies.
4. Google announced that it is creating a new platform to help publishers convert
readers into subscribers. The platform, called Subscribe with Google, will
manage subscriptions to news outlets. UK launch partners for Subscribe With
Google include the Financial Times and The Telegraph.
5. The Guardian reported that Snapchat is so popular in Britain that its advertising
revenue will overtake Twitter’s UK revenue in 2019, and revenue from consumer
magazine and cinema advertising within two years.
Political
6. Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Matt Hancock announced
that the Government intended to ask Parliament to repeal section 40 of the Crime
and Courts Act.
7. Matt Hancock has also announced the appointment of Dame Frances Cairncross
as the Chair of the Government’s review to examine the sustainability of high
quality journalism.
8. The Data Protection Bill passed second reading in the House of Commons on 5
March 2018. Much of the debate focused on the Lords amendments on press
regulation. Labour said it would seek to retain the amendments and the
Government said it would attempt to defeat the amendments.
9. Subsequently, MPs began considering the Bill in a Public Bill Committee. The
Committee agreed to remove clause 142 from the Bill which committed the

Government to an inquiry under the Inquiries Act 2005 into ‘issues arising from
data protection breaches committed by or on behalf of news publishers’. The
Committee also agreed to remove clauses 168 and 169 from the Bill which would
have extended Section 40 to Data Protection offences.
Campaigns
10. Hacked Off announced that it would apply for a Judicial Review of the
Government’s decision to cancel Leveson Part two (against the expressed views
of the judge) and to not commence section 40 of the Crime and Courts Act.
11. On 20 March 2018, Hacked Off held a lobby of Parliament to mark five years
since the Royal Charter was created.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS

11 Months to February 2018

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 28 February 2018
11 Months to February 2018

220

Oct 17
Actual Reforecast
£
£

Full year to March 2018

Variance Explanation
£

Budget
£

Oct 17
Reforecast
£

Income
Subscription Fees
Bank Interest

Total Income

70,521
1,835
72,356

77,541
2,147
79,688

(7,020)
312
(6,708)

95,874
3,540
99,414

95,874
2,312
98,187

58,129
13
58,142

60,036
295
60,331

(1,907)
(282)
(2,189)

65,410
240
65,650

65,912
140
66,052

9,515

6,550

14,630

7,850

2,724
17,354

3,330
11,180

258,306
8,064

261,269
6,370

73,320
3,702
600
7,509
3,600
39,992
8,711
8,152
50,000

59,708
3,063
377
5,609
3,198
38,484
3,880
8,120
48,646

Expenditure
Board costs
Board Salaries & NIC
Board Travel & Subsistence
Total Board Costs
Communications
Consultation Document & Translation

2,965 Forecast saving of 30% not realised
due to the report being longer than
anticipated.

Website & Visuals
Total Communications Costs

3,454
12,969

3,213
9,763

230,496
4,366

243,732
6,170

Serviced and Virtual Offices
Meeting rooms
Travel & Subsistence
Information Technology
IT hardware
Audit & Accountancy
Printing & Stationery
Insurance
Legal

55,627
2,587
274
5,140
2,930
21,260
4,146
5,663
20,458

54,978
3,063
327
5,135
3,198
21,348
3,690
5,710
48,646

Subscriptions & publications
Finance charges
Sundry expenses

6,468
189
11
359,615

6,505
188
900
403,590

(37)
1
(889)
(43,975)

7,368
240
1,800
471,364

7,108
208
1,050
447,091

Total Expenditure

430,726

473,684

(42,958)

554,368

524,323

(358,370)

(393,996)

35,626

(454,954)

(426,137)

Other costs
Executive team costs
HR & Recruitment

241
3,206

(13,236)
(1,804) Provisions for HR & Recruitment costs
not utilised as yet.

649
(476)
(53)
5
(268)
(88)
456
(47)
(28,188) Legal contingency of £30,000 not
utilised.

(Deficit) for the period
Reserves Bfwd

1,246,359

1,246,359

1,246,359

1,246,359

Reserves Cfwd

887,989

852,363

791,405

820,222

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 28 February 2018
Feb-18
£

£

Mar-17
£

£

Current Assets
Current account
Deposit account
Barclays account
Cash at bank

116,538
805,674

Prepayments
Outstanding fees
Accrued Income
Third Party Deposit
Sundry debtors

9,764
110,000
166
7,000

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
Trade creditors
Deferred income
Credit card
Social security and other taxes
Pensions
Sundry creditors and accruals

Net Current Assets

92,340
158,304
1,003,777
922,212

1,254,421
26,292
227
12,600

126,930

3,546
149,479
3,123
1,035
3,970

39,119

9,034
1,103
13,524
2,310
21,210
161,153

47,181

887,989

1,246,359

1,246,359

1,954,072

Funds brought forward
Funds bought forward at 31 March
Surplus/(deficit) for the period to date

(358,370)
887,989

(707,713)
1,246,359

Press Recognition Panel
Mappin House
4 Winsley Street
London W1W 8HF
Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London
SW1A 2AA

Sent by email only
3 April 2018
Request for a meeting
Dear Prime Minister,
I am writing to request a meeting to discuss the system of press regulation that was
put in place following the Leveson Inquiry.
£5.4 million of taxpayers’ money was spent on the Inquiry, the recommendations
were debated in Parliament and the new system received cross-party support.
In 2014, £3 million was invested in establishing the Press Recognition Panel (PRP)
by Royal Charter as the independent body to oversee press regulation. The PRP has
discharged its duties independently, cost-effectively and transparently.
The system was intended to protect the freedom of the press and provide public
protections. This is now all under threat. Section 40 of the Crime and Courts Act
2014 has not been commenced, meaning that public protections are not in place.
We are particularly keen to discuss matters with you now, given the widespread
misunderstanding and misinformation about the recognition system contemplated by
the Charter and Crime and Courts Act 2013, and about how the sector has changed
since then.
The PRP notes that following the consultation on the Leveson Inquiry and its
implementation, the Government plans to ask Parliament to repeal section 40. The

PRP has grave concerns about this and about the ongoing level of political
involvement in these matters.
It is the PRP’s independent view that section 40 should be commenced immediately
to provide the public protections that Parliament intended following the Leveson
inquiry. The public deserve the same levels of protection that they receive from other
regulated industries. The matters considered by the Leveson Inquiry remain relevant
and the scope of the recognition system remains the same.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

~

David Wolfe QC
Chair of the Press Recognition Panel

Annex C to PRP59(18)
Update on key external matters
1. The update on key external matters is a research-informed piece based on a
sample of information available in the public domain.
Commercial Landscape
2. The Competition and Markets Authority has launched an investigation into Trinity
Mirror’s takeover of Express Newspapers on media plurality grounds. Trinity
Mirror bought Daily Express, Sunday Express, Daily Star and Daily Star on
Sunday in February in a £127m deal.
3. Trinity Mirror is closing the office of the Hertfordshire Mercury and Herts and
Essex Observer newspapers. The publisher is moving journalists to the Essex
Live newsroom some in Chelmsford, Essex.
Political
4. Parliamentary question: On 28 March 2018, Bill Wiggins MP asked the Secretary
of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, when he next plans to meet the
Press Recognition Panel. The question has not yet been answered.
5. Parliamentary question: On 29 March 2018, Earl Attlee asked Her Majesty's
Government whether Special Advisers from No. 10 Downing Street or the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport have been briefing that Lords
amendments 147 and 148 to the Data Protection Bill provide for state regulation
of the press.
6. On 29 March 2018, the House of Lord Communications Committee launched an
inquiry into internet regulation. The Committee will explore how the regulation of
the internet should be improved, and whether specific regulation is required or
whether the existing law is adequate. The inquiry also investigates whether the
online platforms have sufficient accountability and transparency, and whether
they use fair and effective processes to moderate content.
7. Following a recent meeting, the Digital, Culture, Media and Sport secretary, Matt
Hancock, said that Facebook would face regulation if it failed to protect users’
data more effectively.
8. According to new research by Press Gazette, in the 12 months from 1 January to
31 December 2017 a total of 40 newspapers closed while ten were newly
launched. According to Press Gazette’s figures, this puts the net loss of local
titles since 2005 up to 228. At least 252 jobs were lost, but about 207 jobs were
created, leading to a net loss of 45 jobs.

Press Regulators
9. 5 Pillars UK became IMPRESS’ 98th regulated publication.

PRP60(18)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
FINANCE REPORT – MARCH 2018
Meeting: 24 April 2018

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal, Chief
Executive

Contact details: Susie Uppal, Adam
Gibbs (JS2)

Purpose
1.

2.

The purpose of this paper is to update the Board on the finance and banking
positon as at 31 March 2018.
The Board is invited to note the latest financial position.

Background and analysis
3.

A bank-reconciled set of management accounts as at 31 March 2018 is
attached at Annex A. The management accounts also include the 6 month
reforecast carried out in October 2017.

4.

The deficit for the year ended 31 March 2018 is £385,748 against the March
2018 forecast of £426,136. This represents a positive variance of £40,388 on
forecast to the year to date. Details and an explanation of why key variances
have arisen are detailed against the relevant lines.

5.

As previously reported, the High Court Judgement arising from the Judicial
review awarded the PRP full costs that were incurred on the case. Counsel’s
fees and associated costs (excluding staff time) of £28,349 were incurred as at
31 March. The award income has not yet been provided for in the management
accounts.

6.

The Board is invited to note the latest position regarding the PRP’s finances.

Devolved Nations
7.

There are no specific implications/differences in relation to the areas of work
covered in this paper and the devolved nations.
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Communications
8.

There are no specific communications implications to draw out.

Risks
9.

A robust and defensible position in relation to the PRP’s finances is required in
order to avoid reputational damage and to ensure compliance with Managing
Public Money.

Recommendations
10. The Board is asked to note the latest financial position.
Timeline for future work
11. JS2 Ltd will continue to provide updates on the PRP’s financial position at
meetings of the Board.
Attachment
Annex A – Management accounts as at 31 March 2018
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Press Recognition Panel

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS

Full year to March 2018

Press Recognition Panel
Year to 31 March 2018
Full year to March 2018

Oct 17
Actual Reforecast
£
£

Variance Explanation
£

O
Budget c
£

Income
Subscription Fees
Bank Interest

Total Income

89,205
1,978
91,183

95,874
2,312
98,186

(6,669)
334
(6,335)

95,874
3,540
99,414

63,238
305
63,543

65,712
340
66,052

(2,474)
(35)
(2,509)

65,410
240
65,650

9,515

7,850

Expenditure
Board costs
Board Salaries & NIC
Board Travel & Subsistence
Total Board Costs
Communications
Consultation Document & Translation

1,665 Forecast saving of 30% not realised

14,630

due to the report being longer than
anticipated.

Website & Visuals
Total Communications Costs

3,597
13,112

3,330
11,180

245,901
4,621

261,269
6,370

(15,368)
(1,749) Provisions for HR & Recruitment costs

Serviced and Virtual Offices
Meeting rooms
Travel & Subsistence
Information Technology
IT hardware
Audit & Accountancy
Printing & Stationery
Insurance

60,265
3,091
274
5,906
2,930
38,496
4,504
6,593

59,708
3,063
377
5,609
3,198
38,484
3,880
8,120

557
28
(103)
297
(268)
12
624
(1,527) Servicing fee has reduced by £1,280

Legal

20,458

48,646

Other costs
Executive team costs
HR & Recruitment

267
1,932

2,724
17,354

258,306
8,064

not utilised.

73,320
3,702
600
7,509
3,600
39,992
8,711
8,152

compared to prior year

(28,188) Legal contingency of £30,000 not

50,000

utilised.

Subscriptions & publications
Finance charges
Sundry expenses

7,026
200
11
400,276

7,108
208
1,050
447,090

(82)
(8)
(1,039)
(46,814)

7,368
240
1,800
471,364

Total Expenditure

476,931

524,322

(47,391)

554,368

(385,748)

(426,136)

40,388

(454,954)

(Deficit) for the period
Reserves Bfwd

1,246,359

1,246,359

1,246,359

Reserves Cfwd

860,611

820,223

791,405

Press Recognition Panel
Year to 31 March 2018
Mar-18
£

£

Mar-17
£

£

Current Assets
Current account
Deposit account
Barclays account
Cash at bank

87,077
805,828

Prepayments
Outstanding fees
Accrued Income
Third Party Deposit
Sundry debtors

12,718
110,000
154
7,000

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
Trade creditors
Deferred income
Credit card
Social security and other taxes
Pensions
Sundry creditors and accruals

Net Current Assets

92,340
158,304
1,003,777
892,905

1,254,421
26,292
227
12,600

129,872

4,940
130,795
5,633
1,035
19,763

39,119

9,034
1,103
13,524
2,310
21,210
162,166

47,181

860,611

1,246,359

1,246,359

1,954,072

Funds brought forward
Funds bought forward at 31 March
Surplus/(deficit) for the period

(385,748)
860,611

(707,713)
1,246,359

PRP61(18)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
ANNUAL GOVERNANCE PROCEDURES AND POLICIES REVIEW – PART 2
Meeting: 24 April 2018

Status: for decision

Lead responsibility: David Wolfe,
Chair and Susie Uppal,
Chief Executive

Contact details: Saima Ansari

Purpose
1.

This paper reviews the second tranche of procedures and policies in the PRP’s
governance framework. The procedures and policies under consideration have
been updated with recommended revisions highlighted.

Background and analysis
2.

The Executive have undertaken the annual review of the organisation’s policies
and procedures to ensure that they remain fit for purpose and recommended
updates in line with best practice.

3.

At the Board’s meeting on 27 February 2018, the Board reviewed the first
tranche of procedures and policies and agreed amendments. In addition, the
Board discussed the role of the Senior Independent Board Member. The role is
relevant in a number of areas concerning the procedural implementation of
certain policies: complaints handling policy for staff, whistleblowing policy for
Board and staff, and anti-bribery, money laundering, fraud and theft policy. The
Board members agreed to discuss and agree amongst themselves a nominee
that would be endorsed at the next Board meeting.

4.

The ARC met on the 27 March 2018 and during the meeting reviewed its terms
of reference, risk management policy, anti bribery, money laundering, fraud and
theft policy, business continuity policy, emergency and recovery plan and
privacy statement. The Committee discussed the whistleblowing arrangements
for Board and staff members during its discussion on reporting concerns whilst
discussing the anti-bribery, money laundering, fraud and theft policy. It is
considered best practise for an independent member to be also listed as a point
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of contact in the event that there is a concern and the Board are invited to agree
this recommendation. The points of contact will be detailed as the Chief
Executive, Chair, the Senior Board Member and the Independent Member
(Kathryn Cearns).
5.

The agreed amendments to the policies and procedures are shown with tracked
changes for ease of reference at Annexes A to F.

6.

In addition, the Board is invited to consider the corporate social responsibility
policy (Annex G) that has been updated to reflect the objectives for 2018/19 as
agreed in the Business Plan. The Board’s terms and conditions of service are
attached at Annex H for review. At the meeting in March 17, the Board agreed
that the terms and conditions should have a statement under expression of
views to address social media activity by the Board members.

Devolved Nations
7.

There are no specific issues identified at this stage of the Paper.

Communications
8.

The governance procedures and policies are published on the PRP’s website.
As these are reviewed, they will be amended on the website.

Risks
9.

There are significant reputational and organisational risks if the PRP does not
adopt adequate governance procedures and policies and maintain and review
these on a regular basis. The ARC considered the requirement for an internal
audit as part of its regular review in October 2017. The Committee agreed that
in view of the size and relative lack of complexity of the PRP and the control
issues in place, an internal audit will not be commissioned. This matter
continues to be reviewed annually by the ARC.

Recommendations
10. The Board is invited to agree:
a) The nominee for the role of Senior Independent Board Member;
b) The Independent Member Kathryn Cearns should be detailed as a point of
contact in relation to reporting concerns under the anti-bribery, money
laundering, fraud and theft policy and whistleblowing policy for Board and staff
members;
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c) The recommended updates to the ARC terms of reference, risk management
policy, anti-bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and corruption policy,
business continuity, disaster and recovery plan, privacy statement, corporate
social responsibility and Board terms and conditions of service.
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Annex A

Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference
Purpose
The purpose of the Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) is to support the Board in its
responsibilities in terms of control, governance and risk management. Its detailed
remit is to:
1.
Promote the highest standards of propriety in the use of funds by the PRP, to
be satisfied that arrangements are in place to encourage efficiency, effectiveness,
proper accountability and value for money for the use of those funds.
2.
Advise the Board on anything that affects the financial health, probity or external
reputation of the organisation.
3.
Ensure the system of internal controls of the PRP complies with all necessary
requirements.
4.
Ensure the internal systems within the organisation promote a climate of
financial discipline and internal control which will help to reduce the opportunity for
financial mismanagement, will satisfy the Board that it will achieve its key objectives
and targets and that the organisation is operating in a manner which will make most
economic and effective use of resources available.
5.
Ensure that the identification of key risks that threaten the achievement of the
PRP’s objectives is carried out and that a register of these risks is maintained.
6.
Ensure that the PRP has a strategy in place to manage risk including monitoring
of the satisfactory operation of that risk management strategy, and ensuring
arrangements are in place to raise the awareness of risk.
7.
Challenge and hold the Executive to account on aspects of the Committee’s
role set out above as appropriate.
The Committee’s duties are as follows:
8.
Review the PRP’s internal and external financial statements, reports and annual
accounts ensuring they reflect best practice, comply with appropriate guidance and
are produced in a timely manner.
9.
Provide an independent opinion on the adequacy of risk management by:
▪
commenting on proposals for implementation of risk management and
expressing an opinion on their overall adequacy;
▪
receiving reports concerning the effectiveness of controls in each area of major
risk;
▪
commenting annually on the effectiveness of risk management activity in the
organisation on the basis of the external audit completion reports received and the
internal audit annual report, if applicable.
10. Review the nature and scope of external audit, consider external audit reports
and management letters and ensure that the external auditor has the fullest cooperation of the organisation.
11. Consider and advise the Board on its annual and long-term internal audit
programme, if any, and consider internal audit reports reviewing the effectiveness of
the PRP’s internal control systems, including changes to the annual audit plan.
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12. Recommend the appointment, fees and termination of employment of the
internal audit service if applicable.
13. Make recommendations to the Board in order that it may be assured that
internal controls of the organisation are fit for purpose, effective and give value for
money.
14. Review the operation of the Board’s governance framework.
15. Consider any matters referred by the Board, or internal audit service.
16. Oversee policies on fraud/financial irregularity including any action taken under
that policy.
17. Assess from time to time its own effectiveness and report its findings to the
Board.
Membership, Chair, Quorum
18. The Committee shall consist of up to three members (in light of the size of the
PRP, the Chair of the Board may be appointed a member of the Committee, although
this is not generally regarded as best practice[1]). One of the members shall be
nominated by the Board Chair to chair the Committee. In the absence of the
Committee Chair, the remaining members present shall elect a member to chair the
meeting.
19. The Committee may co-opt an independent member who is independent of the
Board.
20. Appointments will be made by the full Board, after recommendation by the
Chair. Appointments are made for a period of up to three years or until the Member’s
appointment to the Board expires; whichever is the sooner. Appointments will be
extendable by one additional period of three years.
21. If the Chair of the Board is not a member of the Committee, the Chair of the
Board will be free to attend meetings.
22. Only Members of the Committee have the right to attend and participate at
Committee meetings. However, other individuals such relevant executives or other
advisers considered appropriate by the Chair of the Committee may be invited to
attend for all or part of any meeting.
23. The Committee may ask any or all of those who normally attend but who are not
members of the Committee to withdraw to facilitate open and frank discussion of
particular matters.
24. The Committee will be provided with the opportunity to meet internal and/or
external auditors, without members of the Executive present to discuss any issues of
concern or interest.
25. The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be two members.
Members’ attendance via telephone or video-link is permissible for the purposes of
determining a quorum.
26. A duly convened meeting of the Committee at which a quorum is present shall
be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and discretions vested
in as outlined in these terms of reference, or exercisable, by the Committee.
27. Where the Chair of the Committee considers it appropriate, decisions may be
taken by email. An audit trail of decisions taken by email will be maintained.
28. In the event that a decision is required by vote, where the Committee has the
authority to make a final decision, the Chair will have the casting vote. In the instance
of a tied vote where a recommendation is being made to the full Board, the outcome
of the vote will be reported to the Board.
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Access
30. Representatives of the PRP’s internal and external audit services will have free
and confidential access to the Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee.
Frequency and Notice of Meetings
31. The Committee shall normally meet at least twice a year. The Chair of the
Committee may call additional meetings as s/he deems necessary.
32. Unless otherwise agreed, notice of each meeting confirming the venue, time
and date together with an agenda of items to be discussed and supporting papers,
shall be forwarded to each member of the Committee and any other person required
to attend, no later than five working days before the date of the meeting.
Minutes of Meetings
33. A minute the discussion, decisions and actions of all meetings of the Committee
shall be prepared, including recording the names of those present and in attendance.
34. Minutes of Committee meetings shall be circulated promptly to all members of
the Committee once agreed by the Committee Chair.
Accountability & Reporting Responsibilities
35. The Committee is accountable to the full Board.
36. The agreed draft minutes of the Committee meeting will be circulated to the
next meeting of the full Board or ex committee, along with a report from the
Committee Chair highlighting any issues for the Board’s discussion/consideration as
necessary.
37. The Committee will approve a statement in the annual report about its
membership, role and remit for the preceding year timed to support finalisation of the
Accounts and the Governance Statement, summarising its conclusions from the work
it has carried out during the year.
Other
38. The Committee shall review its own performance, constitution and terms of
reference to ensure it is operating at maximum effectiveness and recommend any
changes it considers necessary to the full Board for approval.
39. The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its
terms of reference.
40. The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain, at the Panel’s PRP’s
expense, outside legal or other professional advice on any matters within its terms of
reference.
Review
41. These terms of reference form part of the PRP’s Governance Framework and
will be reviewed annually.
Approved by the Board on 30 June 2015
Reviewed and updated by the Board on 26 March 2017
Reviewed and updated by the ARC on 27 March 2017
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Annex C

Anti-bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and corruption policy
Introduction
1.
The Press Recognition Panel (‘the PRP’) has a zero tolerance policy towards
bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and corruption. The PRP is also wholly
committed to the prevention of bribery, money laundering, fraud theft and
corruption and in fostering a culture where these acts are unacceptable. This
policy has been developed taking into account the risks the PRP faces and is
based on the Ministry of Justice’s six principles: proportionate procedures, top
level commitment, risk assessment, due diligence, communication (including
training) and monitoring and review. The PRP will take action against those who
knowingly partake in fraudulent and corrupt activity, including taking or giving
bribes.
Purpose and scope
2.
This policy:
▪ defines what is meant by bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and
corruption and gives examples which the Board and PRP staff can use
to help them recognise such activity;
▪ sets out expectations of Board Members and PRP staff in relation to the
prevention, detection and reporting of bribery, money laundering, fraud,
theft and corruption and the consequences of non-compliance with this
policy; and
▪ outlines how allegations of bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and
corruption will be investigated and the options open to those who wish
to make a wider disclosure
▪ applies to all Board Members, advisors, contractors and employees
(whether permanent or temporary). The PRP expects that others
working on its behalf e.g. consultants and third parties, to comply with
this policy.
Bribery
3.
Compliance with this policy is mandatory. Non-compliance for staff is
considered to be gross misconduct (and could result in dismissal). Noncompliance for Board Members could result in removal from office. Bribery is a
criminal offence under the Bribery Act 2010, which came into force on 1 July
2011. It is defined as “offering, promising or giving someone a financial or other
advantage to encourage them to perform their functions or activities improperly,
and includes where it is known or believed that the acceptance of the
advantage in itself constitutes improper performance. It also includes asking for
or agreeing to accept a bribe”. This also includes facilitation payments (small
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bribes paid to speed up a service) and bribes under duress (blackmail and
extortion). There are four offences covered by the Act:
▪ bribing another person (where a person offers, promises or gives a
financial or other advantage to another person with the intention that
the advantage will induce a person to perform a function or activity
improperly);
▪ being bribed (where a person requests, agrees to receive or accepts a
financial or other advantage with the intention that a function or activity
is performed improperly);
▪ bribing a foreign public official (where a person bribes a foreign public
official); and
▪ failure of a commercial organisation to prevent bribery (where a person
associated with a commercial organisation bribes another person with
the intention of obtaining or retaining business for the organisation or
an advantage in the conduct of the organisation’s business).
The PRP operates a zero-tolerance policy towards offering and accepting
bribes. This includes facilitation payments and bribes under duress.
Money laundering
4.
Money laundering is a criminal offence under the Money Laundering
Regulations 2007. In addition, money laundering is also a criminal offence
under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, Terrorism Act 2000, Anti-Terrorist Crime
and Security Act 2001 and Counter-Terrorism Act 2008. Money laundering is
defined as “exchanging money or assets that were obtained criminally for
money or other assets that are ‘clean’”. The ‘clean’ money or assets do not
have an obvious link with any criminal activity. Money laundering also includes
money that is used to fund terrorism, however it is obtained. The term
‘laundering’ is used because criminals turn ‘dirty’ money into ‘clean’ funds which
can then be integrated into the legitimate economy as though they have been
acquired lawfully. The PRP operates a zero-tolerance policy towards money
laundering.
Fraud and theft
5.
Fraud is a criminal offence under the Fraud Act 2006. There are many technical
definitions of fraud, but we define it as a form of dishonesty, involving either
false representation, failing to disclose information or abuse of position,
undertaken in order to make a gain or cause loss to another. There are six
offences under the Fraud Act: fraud by false representation;
▪ fraud by failing to disclose information;
▪ fraud by abuse of position;
▪ obtaining services dishonestly with intent to avoid payment
▪ possessing, making and supplying articles for use in frauds; and
▪ participating in a fraudulent business carried on by a sole trader
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6.

Theft is a criminal offence. The Theft Act 1968 covers the criminal definition of
theft and the associated offence of ‘false accounting’. This is defined as where a
person dishonestly, with a view to gain for themselves or another or with intent
to cause loss to another either:
▪ destroys, defaces, conceals or falsifies any account or any record or
document made or required for any accounting purpose; or
▪ in providing information for any purpose, produces or makes use of any
account, record or document, which to their knowledge is or may be
misleading, false or deceptive.
The PRP operates a zero-tolerance policy towards fraud and theft.

Corruption
7.
Corruption is defined as “the offering, giving, soliciting or acceptance of an
inducement or reward, which may influence the action of any person”. The PRP
operates a zero-tolerance policy towards acts of corruption.
Prevention and detection
8.
We expect everyone who works for the PRP to:
▪ support the PRP’s public statement on the zero-tolerance policy
towards bribery and corruption, and comply with this policy;
▪ have, and be seen to have, the highest standards of honesty, propriety
and integrity in the exercise of their duties;
▪ report all suspected and known cases of bribery, money laundering,
fraud, theft and corruption; and
▪ assist in any investigation.
9.

The PRP will:
▪ publish a statement setting out its commitment to preventing bribery
and corruption;
▪ undertake a risk assessment of its exposure to potential external and
internal risks;
▪ ensure that there are suitable levels of internal controls embedded in
day to day practices, particularly in relation to financial procedures;
▪ ensure that other policies are clear about the PRP’s commitment to
anti-bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and corruption and are
followed;
▪ ensure that references are checked and necessary due diligence is
carried out when recruiting and appointing people and when new
suppliers are procured;
▪ ensure that Board Members and staff and others who are engaged by
the PRP are aware of their duties in relation to the management of
interests; gifts and hospitality; and how this policy applies to them;
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▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

ensure that there are appropriate processes in place to report and
investigate concerns about bribery, money laundering, fraud, theft and
corruption;
ensure an appropriate Whistleblowing policy is in place;
provide training and guidance as necessary so that individuals
understand their role in relation to preventing bribery, money
laundering, fraud, theft and corruption;
record and report on allegations received under this policy;
take appropriate disciplinary and legal action when necessary (e.g.
dismissal, removal from office and termination of contract); and
inform the relevant authorities, such as the police, if the circumstances
and evidence are appropriate.

Reporting concerns
10. If there are suspicions that an individual has breached this policy concerns
should be reported as follows:
▪ if the concern is about an employee or a supplier – these should be
reported to the Chief Executive. If it would not be appropriate to do this,
concerns should be reported to the Chair of the PRP;
▪ if concerns relate to a Board Member – these should be reported to the
Chair;
▪ If concerns relate to the Chair, report these to the Senior Independent
Board Member or the Independent Member of the ARC.
11. Concerns should be documented immediately, in as much detail as possible
and include all relevant details such as dates, times, places, details of phone
conversations, names of those involved etc. An individual should not attempt to
carry out an investigation by themselves as this might damage any subsequent
investigation.
Investigation
12. Any allegation of non-compliance with this policy regarding staff or suppliers will
be investigated by the Chief Executive (unless it would not be appropriate to do
this, in which case the investigation will be by the Chair). Any allegation of noncompliance with this policy regarding Board Members will be investigated by the
Chair (unless it would not be appropriate to do this, in which case the
investigation will be undertaken by the Senior Independent Board Member). If
the allegations are sufficiently serious the PRP may inform the relevant
authorities (for example, the police or Serious Fraud Office) before any
investigation is initiated.
13. The PRP will:
▪ carry out a thorough investigation
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▪

gather the necessary evidence, take statements and produce a report
which details any weaknesses in internal controls which contributed to
the fraud and where necessary make recommendations for remedial
action.
In all instances the PRP will:
▪ listen to all concerns raised and treat every allegation seriously and
confidentially;
▪ (unless inappropriate to do so), notify the Chief Executive and Chair of
all allegations and keep them appraised of the progress of any
investigation;
▪ Get as much information as possible from the reporting individual,
including any evidence that may support the allegation.
▪ report the outcome of any investigation and make recommendations for
any remedial action required to the full Board;
▪ not ridicule, victimise or discriminate against those who raise a
legitimate concern, irrelevant of whether it proves to be founded or not;
▪ take action against those who deliberately make a false statement or
accuse someone of bribery, fraud or corruption for malicious purposes;
and
▪ once the investigation is complete, any recommendations will be
actioned immediately and these could include, but are not limited to:
o closing the matter where no wrongdoing is found
o referring the matter to the police
o disciplinary action
▪ notify the person who initially raised the concern of the outcome of the
investigation and any remedial action to be taken.
Further concerns following investigation
14. If an individual is unhappy with the outcome of the initial investigation, concerns
can be raised with the Chair, another Board Member, the Independent Member
for the ARC, or the Chief Executive. The PRP’s Whistleblowing policy also
gives details of how reports can be made to ‘prescribed persons’ (i.e. external
agencies).
Monitoring and review
15. All allegations made under this policy will be reported to the Board, regardless
of whether they are founded or not. The identity of the person who raised the
concern will be kept confidential. This policy will be reviewed on a regular basis,
taking into account new or changes to legislation and regulations as well as
best practice.

Agreed by the PRP Board, February 2015
Reviewed and updated by the PRP Board, January 2017
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Annex D
Business Continuity Management policy
Definition
1.

Business Continuity Management (BCM) is about identifying those parts of our
business that are critical we cannot afford to lose and planning how we would
maintain these if an incident occurs.

2.

Implementation:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

To implement business continuity, we need to identify:
our key products and services;
the critical activities and resources to required to deliver these;
the critical risks to these activities; and
how we will maintain these critical activities in the event of an incident (loss of
access to premises, loss of utilities etc.)
Objectives and strategy
3.

Our Business Continuity Management Policy aims to ensure that systems and
plans are designed to address significant disruptions that might affect our
capabilities to perform our day-to-day activities.

4.

These are likely to include:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Loss of staff and Board Members
Loss of systems
Loss of access to premises
Loss of key suppliers
Disruption to transport

5.

We will identify the critical risks that relate to the above groups and develop
appropriate mitigations to address any major disruption to our services.

6.

We will follow nationally accepted best practice in this area and we will aim to
comply give due consideration towith the Business Continuity Management
Standard (BS25999).Systems (ISO 22301 and 22313) where applicable.

Roles and responsibilities
7.

It is essential that this area of work has the full support of the Board and the
Executive.

8.

The following paragraphs set out the key roles the Board and the Executive
have for delivering this area of work and ensuring that it is actively managed
on an ongoing basis:

9.

The Board will review this policy on an annual basis to ensure we have robust
and sensible plans in place.
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10.

The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for the Business Continuity of the
organisation. She will review our Business Continuity Plansthe Emergency
and Disaster Recovery Plan and critical risks on an annual basis with the Audit
and Risk Committee. As part of this review, the plans will be challenged and
tested and updated as required. We will also link this review to a review of our
main identified risks to ensure that all the known risks are covered by this
process.

11.

Staff will be trained as required and the plans that are developed will be
developed with the relevant parties as necessary.

Corporate standards and guidance
12.

This policy and , associated plan plans, templates and guidance documents
will be stored on our shared secure office website on system ( Egnyte) and
updated annually as necessary.

Agreed by the PRP Board, June 2015
Policy reviewed and updated by the PRP Board on 28 March 2017
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Annex E

Emergency and Disaster Recovery Plan
For: Press Recognition Panel
Version Date
01
16 March 2017
02

April 2018

Issued to
Press Recognition
Panel
Press Recognition
Panel

Prepared by
Executive Administration Manager
Executive Administration Manager

This is a version-controlled document
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Introduction
1.1
The purpose of this plan is to provide information which may be needed in the event
of an emergency or disaster. It also defines a process which enables the Executive to maintain
an acceptable level of service should an incident occur that disrupts regular service. An
incident could include an emergency or disaster in which access to either the office or IT
systems is affected.
1.2
The Chief Executive, Susie Uppal, is responsible for the management of incidents.
Section 3 provides contact information in the event of an emergency/ disaster.
Disaster Recovery Procedures
This section provides information regarding the Executive’s disaster recovery procedures.
2.1

Executive Office

The Executive are based in Room 217s---208 and 209, Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street,
London W1W 8HF. Mappin House is a shared tenant office building managed and serviced
by Spaces on behalf of Regus. Normal working hours are 07:00-19:00 but the office is
accessible 24/7 365 days a year.
Building security is managed by Langham Estates (landlord of Mappin House) and the
reception desk is managed 24/7 365 days a year. If an incident occurs within working hours,
Spaces are responsible for the evacuation of all tenants from the building, In the event of an
evacuation, if at the front of the building, tenants must take the main staircase to the main
entrance of Mappin House and then make their way to Adam and Eve Court. If you are based
at the back of the building, take the staircase to the third floor and take the emergency exit to
the top of the building. Follow the green signs leading over the top to the next building and
enter the white door. Take the stairs to the ground floor and break the emergency glass to
open the doors and then go to Adam and Eve Court.
Spaces are responsible for the delivery of utilities into the building and for the resolution of
any utility outages.
2.2

Incident Assessment

Examples are given below of the different incident severity levels referred to within his
document:
• Minor – local external/ internal short term problem (resolution likely within 4-hour
period) e.g. transport issues, electrical failure, internet access disruption.
• Medium – more severe external/ internal incident involving evacuation (resolution
likely within 1-2 day period) e.g. old bomb found in the vicinity, gas leak.
• Major – severe incident which closes the area or premises for some time (resolution
likely to exceed 3 days) e.g. act of terrorism
2.3

Emergency Process

In the event of a disaster or emergency, the Chief Executive will assess the incident (based
upon the above criteria) and take some/ all of the following actions as required:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.4

Critical Systems and Systems Backup
•
•

2.5

Assess damage to site and IT impact. Spaces will contact local Regus centres to
determine availability of shared working space in the event of a building emergency as
appropriate.
Assess level of access to site, with Spaces advice, to enable staff to work remotely and
if not viable, agree to retain a skeleton service
Identify temporary office space with Spaces which includes internet access, meeting
rooms, photocopying and scanning facilities.
Inform staff explaining the situation, identify next steps and give a sense of timings
Keep voicemail messages and our website updated
Notify Comis, JS2, Sherry, Imagedata, Expolink and other relevant support
contractors and purchase replacement equipment as necessary
Liaise with Comis to restore critical information systems as necessary
Hold staff briefings either remotely or at a temporary office as arranged by Spaces.

Comis are responsible for providing the Executive with IT support services and
information is stored on the Dell/Microsoft Windows Server that is backed up daily.
Contact details are provided at the end of this paper.
JS2 Ltd have in place a detailed business continuity plan to address emergencies and
IT security.
Disaster Scenario/ System Recovery

If a disaster occurs, there are likely to be 2 scenarios:
• Scenario A – the Executive cannot physically access the office but IT systems are up
and running and can be accessed remotely (minor/medium level incident).
• Scenario B – The Executive cannot access the office and IT systems are down
(medium/ major level incident).
Scenario A
This scenario assumes that although the Executive office is inaccessible, all IT systems
continue to function as normal. In this instance, the Executive could work remotely and
access the PRP Egnyte drive. The Chief Executive will have the landlines diverted to her
personal mobile to ensure continuity of cover.
The response to impact of this is likely to be as follows:
• The Chief Executive will inform staff of new temporary working arrangements, e.g.
working from home or from a temporary Regus office based elsewhere.
• Staff will be able to access the PRP Egnyte files as normal.
• The website will be updated to inform the public and interested parties that we have
suffered an incident.
Scenario B
This Scenario assumes that neither the office can be accessed and that the IT systems held by
Comis are seriously affected resulting in non-availability of IT service.
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The response to impact of this is likely to be as follows:
• The Chief Executive will inform staff of new temporary working arrangements, e.g.
working from home or from a temporary Regus office based elsewhere.
• Comis will restore data from their online backup.
• The website will be updated by inform the public and interested parties that we have
suffered an incident.
• The Chief Executive will have the landlines diverted to her personal mobile to ensure
continuity of cover.
Section 3 Contact Information
This section provides contact information for the Chief Executive, key suppliers and contacts
for critical services relating to the Executive office.
Job Title
Chief Executive

Name
Susie Uppal

Contact
07790034348

Key Supplier Contacts

I

If---------+---------Job Title
Managing Director, Comis
Community Manager, Spaces
JS2 Ltd – Finance Director

Robert Walton
Shakeel Sheriff
John Speed

07815738080
07769162655
01483 725242
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Annex F

Privacy statement
1.

The Press Recognition Panel is a data controller and is committed to protecting
your personal data and working in accordance with all relevant data protection
legislation.

2.

This statement explains how the PRP processes and uses the personal data we
collect and store.

What data do we hold?
3.

The data that we hold about stakeholders is that which you provided in your
initial contact with the PRP or that we have added as a result of your interest in
our work.

4.

Our records may include:
• Contact details – for example your address, email address and telephone
number (we update these whenever you tell us they have changed)
• Your preferences – to help us engage you in the ways most relevant to you
• Information that you provide to us including in relation to job applications,
email notifications, your requests to join our database and responses to
consultations.

5.

We may also augment data you provide with data that is publicly available, for
example we may record:
• Your interests in Press Regulation and the work of the PRP

6.

We are required to ensure that data we hold about you is as accurate as
possible and therefore, we may update your details based on reliable publicly
available sources. For example, we may update your address or business
details.

7.

We use a wide variety of sources either directly or via internet search engines,
some on a subscription basis to augment, update and validate the data we hold.
These include:
• Parliamentary and personal websites,
• Reliable news and press reports
• Companies House and other business-related websites

8.

The PRP will retain your data indefinitely unless you request otherwise.

How do we use your data?
9.

The PRP primarily uses your data to communicate PRP related information.
This can include:
• Informing you of calls for information
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•
•

Sending you annual reports
Sending you relevant updates

10. Communications may be sent to you by post and/or email depending on the
communication preferences you have shared with us.
How will we share your data?
11. Data is only shared with persons directly engaged in carrying out work for the
PRP. It is never shared with anyone to enable other charities/organisations to
contact individuals. The PRP does not sell data to third parties or allow third
parties to sell on data where data is shared.
How do we protect your data?
12. Your data is held securely on the PRP’s website. The database is accessible to
a limited number of PRP staff and directly engaged consultants. The PRP
ensures that appropriate data sharing agreements and proper systems are in
place prior to sharing your personal data with any partners.
Your rights and preferences
13. The PRP may contact you by post and by email as you have previously
consented, unless you request otherwise.
14. If you no longer want to receive communications by post or email, please email
the PRP at office@pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk. When contacting us, please
also specify if you wish to unsubscribe from all communications or from specific
communication types or channels.
Other information
15. The legal basis for processing your minimal personal data for the purposes
described above is that it is necessary for the pursuit of our legitimate interest in
gathering as many views as possible to inform our decision making and for the
purposes of our annual reports to Parliament.
16. This Policy will be kept under review. Any changes will be updated on our
website and communicated to you as appropriate.
17. You have the right to:
• Ask us to see, correct or delete the data we hold about you
• Object to specific data uses, as described above
• Object to receiving communications
18. The PRP’s Chief Executive is responsible for monitoring compliance with
relevant legislation in relation to personal data and can be contacted at
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office@pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk. You have the right to lodge a complaint
with the Information Commissioner’s Office at www.ico.org.uk/concerns.
Current PRP Privacy statement:
Website privacy statement
This statement covers the services provided by the Press Recognition Panel’s
website. This policy does not cover any external websites which may be reached
from links within this site. You should always be aware when you are moving to
another site and read the privacy statement of any site which collects personal
information.
This website does not automatically store or capture personal information, but merely
logs your IP address, which is automatically recognised by the web server.
We do not pass on any personal information you have given us to any other site. The
system will record information if volunteered by you to us, for example, on forms
responding to consultations. Any such information will be stored in compliance with
the Data Protection Act 1998.
Amendments to the privacy statement
If this privacy statement changes in any way, we will place an updated version on this
page. By reviewing this page it ensures you are always aware of what information we
collect, how we use it and under what circumstances, if any, we will share it with
other parties.
Data protection
The Data Protection Act 1998 regulates the processing of information relating to
individuals. This includes the obtaining, holding, using or disclosing of such
information, and covers computerised records as well as manual filing systems and
card indexes. The Press Recognition Panel will hold the minimum personal
information necessary to enable it to perform its functions. All such information is
confidential and needs to be treated with care, to comply with the law.
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Annex G

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Policy
Definition
1.
The EU Commission defines CSR as “the responsibility of enterprises for their
impact on society”. The UK Government defines CSR as “the voluntary actions
that business can take, over and above compliance with minimum legal
requirements, to address both its own competitive interests and the interests of
wider society”.
2.
So CSR is something that we choose to do because we believe it is right to do
so.
What is the requirement to develop a CSR Policy?
3.
There is no legal requirement to develop a CSR Policy. However, we believe it
is right we should actively integrate the benefits of CSR in the way we work.
4.

This policy confirms our commitment to acting in a responsible manner and to
ensure our decisions take into account environmental, social, ethical and
economic decisions where possible.

Why do this?
5.
CSR forces us to look at the way we work through a different lens. It requires us
to be innovative and to see if there is a better, more efficient way of delivering
the requirements set out in the Royal Charter. It will help us become more
effective and reduce our cost of operating. Reviewing the effectiveness of the
way we operate on a regular basis should be part of our continuous
improvement cycle with the findings naturally feeding in to the state of
recognition report we are required to provide annually to Parliament
Our impact
6.
The PRP was created by Royal Charter. By working with the industry in the
area and enabling the implementation of the recognition criteria wet out in the
Royal Charter we should be able to improve press standards, whilst maintaining
their freedom, and at the same time provide assurance and protection to the
public
What are our objectives for 2018-19?
7.
Our objectives for this year reflect our focus on ensuring we have the systems
and processes in place to operate effectively as an organisation and meet our
Royal Charter obligations. Details are set out in our Business Plan 2018/19
which is available on our website.
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What are our values and behaviours?
8.
We will act:
• independently, using to the full the complete freedom we have from state,
government or any other interest, and expressing our views honestly and
courageously
• fairly, guided by the principle of understanding the public interest, ad always
putting it first
• openly, asking questions, using the widest possible range of evidence available
to us to make our decisions, and explaining them clearly
• transparently, wherever possible holding our meetings in public, publishing our
papers, and making our meetings formal and documented – ensuring that the
public and those we serve can see how we are putting our principles into
practice.
What do we spend?
9.
We have been granted Exchequer funds of £3m for the first three years of
operation. Details of our annual expenditure are available in our Annual Report
and Accounts (ARA) – our first year of operation was 2014/15 and our ARA for
2014/15 will be published in November 2015. and past reports are available on
our website.
Key Focus Areas
People
10. We are very small organisation. It is essential that we recruit the right people, in
the right way, to drive our objectives forward. We will review the staffing
structure at appropriate points as we move from developing processes and
procedures to becoming operational and able to receive applications.
11. We will ensure that we invest in our staff by providing appropriate training
(where identified) to maximise their potential and that we provide a safe,
flexible, and open working environment.
12.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In return we expect our staff to:
Respect and value each other and our differences
Be supportive, kind and fair
Listen and collaborate
Look for innovative ways to achieve better results
Be trustworthy and professional
Be committed to achieving results
Be confident, calm and resilient
Be open and share knowledge and information
Enjoy what we do and working together
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Our environmental impact
13. As a very small organisation with very low variable costs we have a very small
environmental footprint. We will seek to manage waste in a sustainable manner
and will ensure that the processes we set up and manage and the information
we require for recognition do not place unfair burdens on applicants. We will
aim to store our files electronically (via the cloud) so as to reduce the need to
print or retain hard copies.
Use of financial resources
14. We will:
• Ensure our operating efficiency through continuous evaluation of resources
required.
• Procure sustainably and effectively.
• Be independent and fair in our choice of partners/suppliers
• Pay suppliers according to mutually agreed terms and conditions
Review
15. This policy will be reviewed annually.

Agreed by the PRP Board, October 2015
Reviewed by the PRP Board, February 2017
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Annex H

Terms and Conditions of Service for Board Members
Basis for appointment
1.

This document sets out the terms and conditions under which your appointment
has been made as a Member of the Board of the Recognition Panel established
under the Royal Charter on Self-Regulation of the Press. Under the terms of
the Charter you are appointed for an initial term of five years and you are
eligible for reappointment for a further period of up to three years. The
responsibilities and duties of your office and of the Press Recognition Panel
(PRP) are set out in the Charter.

Excluded and restricted activities
2.

The Royal Charter places certain restrictions on political activity of Board
Members and staff. In relation to Board Members, Schedule 1, 3.3 of the Royal
Charter states:
‘In order to ensure the independence of the Board, a person shall be ineligible
to be appointed, or to remain as a Member of a Board if he…is a member of the
House of Commons, the Scottish Parliament, the Northern Ireland Assembly,
the National Assembly for Wales, the European Parliament or the House of
Lords (but only if, in the case of the House of Lords, the member holds or has
held within the previous 5 years an official affiliation with a political party’.)

3.

It would be inappropriate given the PRP’s status as wholly independent of
government for any Board Member to engage in active politics. The list of
barred activities includes:
•

•

4.

5.

seeking selection as a candidate for, or being a candidate for, one of the
bodies mentioned in the paragraph above, as per the Royal Charter;
Membership – or seeking selection as a candidate or prospective candidate –
of local authorities (with the exception of parish councils);
seeking adoption or selection as a candidate or prospective candidate for
election as a Police and Crime Commissioner; and holding any office,
performing any role or undertaking any activity within or in relation to a political
party which allows or requires the person to speak on behalf of that party or a
candidate standing on its behalf in an election or which involves them doing
so.

You must:
• to the best of your ability act in a way which maintains political impartiality and
is in line with the maintaining the absolute independence of the PRP, no
matter what your own political beliefs are;
• act in a way which deserves and retains the confidence of everyone with an
interest in the PRP’s work; and
• comply with any restrictions that have been laid down on your political
activities.
You must not:
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•
•

6.

act in a way that is determined by party political considerations, or use PRP
resources for party political purposes; and
allow your personal political views to determine any advice you give or your
actions.
Advice is available from the Chair or Chief Executive Officer.

Confidentiality
7.

It is expected that Board Members shall not during, or at any time after the
termination of their appointment with the PRP use for his or her own purpose or
for another’s benefit or disclose to any third party confidential material and shall
use his or her best endeavours to prevent such publication or disclosure. In this
context, ‘confidential’ information means any information or matter which is not
in the public domain and which relates to the affairs of the Panel or any of its
business contacts.

Remuneration and time commitment
8.

Board Members’ remuneration is regularly reviewed in line with best practice.
Board members are expected to commit to 20 days per annum, and the Chair to
60 days per annum.

Allowances
9.

You are eligible to claim expenses in accordance with the PRP’s expenses
policy.

Expression of views
10. All invitations addressed to Board Members to attend or speak at stakeholder
events should be referred to the Chair. Care will be taken to ensure that there is
appropriate Board representation at events and that Board Members are
properly briefed in advance of attendance. In the normal course of events, the
Chair on behalf of the Board will be the nominated spokesman.
11. In relation to requests for meetings with the Board, these should normally be
referred to the Chair in the first instance.
12. All contact with individuals and organisations will be formal and documented.
Unless a meeting takes place in the context of our Whistleblowing policy, the
fact of a meeting having taken place will be subject to public record, even if the
content of meetings are held confidentially.
13.

Informal contact by bodies or individuals will be recorded if relevant.

14.

Board Members will take care to avoid saying or doing anything on social
media that negatively impacts on the PRP’s reputation. Board Members will
not engage with the media about the PRP without express agreement of the
Chair.
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Conflict of Interest
15. The PRP maintains a Register of Board Members’ disclosable interests which
will be a public document, published on the PRP’s website. The purpose of the
Register is to ensure transparency in relation to any interests of Board
Members, or of their spouses, partners and dependent children.
16. Board Members are required to make a declaration of interests for the purposes
of the Register immediately on taking up appointment as a Board Member and
are required subsequently to declare any new matter that is required to be
included on the Register as soon as possible after it arises, in accordance with
the PRP’s board rules of procedure. Interests which should be regarded as
relevant and material are as follows: You may be excluded from any discussion
or consideration of any matter in which you have disclosed or declared an
interest.
17. It is the duty of each Board Member to declare any matter that is required to be
included in the register If a Board Member is in doubt as to whether or not a
particular matter should be declared, they should discuss the conflict or
perceived conflict with the Chair who will provide confidential guidance.
Declaration of Registrable Interests
18. Board Members are asked to review all aspects of their personal and
professional life (and those of individuals linked to them both personally and
professionally) in order to identify which interests, if any, may be perceived by
the public as directly or indirectly influencing or affecting their judgement or as
benefiting them. For example:
• any position of authority in a charity or voluntary body;
• connection with anybody which contracts with or is likely to contract with
the PRP;
• directorships in public and private companies including non-executive
directorships;
• majority or controlling shareholdings in any undertaking;
• ownership of any company, business or consultancy; and
• remunerated employment, consultancy, trade, profession or vocation.
19. The primary consideration which will determine whether or not an interest
should be declared is the reasonable perception of the public rather than
whether the interest will have an actual influence or benefit. The latter is
relevant only to the issue of resolving potential conflicts and not the decision to
declare.
Indemnity
20. A Chair or Board Member who has acted honestly and in good faith will not
have to meet out of his or her own personal resources any personal civil liability
which is incurred in the execution or purported execution of his or her Board
function, save where the person has acted acted illegally or recklessly. Any
costs arising in this way will be met by the PRP. To minimise the risk, Members
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are expected to act in accordance with the Board’s policies and procedures and
with the support of the Board at all times.
Reviewed and updated by the PRP Board, April 2018
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